ABANDONED CITIES IN THE WORLD

There's something fascinating about a whole city with no residents. 15 eerie abandoned cities around the world that are
real-life ghost towns.Here are 11 abandoned towns from around the world - and the reasons for their demise. Whether
their demise is down to the horrors of war, economic failure or natural disaster, ghost towns are an intriguing
phenomenon. The city is now something of a ghost town.These 20 abandoned cities of the world share an eerie, haunted
quality that is part of what makes them so fascinating. For more amazing.To celebrate Halloween, join us on a tour of
the world's eeriest ghost Abandoned in , it featured in Russell Crowe's recent film, The.From California to Japan, you
can explore abandoned cities in the world for a unique vacation experience. Find cheap flight deals to these.The
following is a list of ghost towns, listed by continent, then by country. Leydsdorp is an abandoned mining town near
Tzaneen in Limpopo province. . Vijaynagara was possibly the second-largest city in the world in , with around.There are
modern abandoned cities around the world, and each seems to have an equally interesting story behind it. Some, like
Beichuan, were abandoned.Across the world are cities and places that once thrived but now lay in ruins. These
abandoned cities, which are often referred to as ghost towns.Abandoned cities are always fascinating. This infographic
shows 15 of the world's coolest ghost towns, from Italy's Craco to the US's Centralia.Whatever the truth (or otherwise)
of this legend, history is filled with cities that emerged and then were abandoned or forgotten. Some have.The Strangest
and Most Tragic Ghost Towns from Around the World .. China's building boom has created a ton of abandoned cities
and.Check back tomorrow for part two, exploring abandoned buildings, tunnels, construction sites, and rooftops in the
world's largest Ghost City.Rough Guides picks 20 of the greatest lost cities across the world: view stunning and read the
context behind these amazing abandoned cities.17 Surreally Creepy Abandoned Places Around The World . Situated on
the outskirts of Mexico City, the Island of the Dolls is home to.50 ghost towns and abandoned cities of the world,
including Oradour-sur-Glane, from Europe and Asia to America, Antarctica, Africa and.Whether a place has been
abandoned as a result of war, a natural There are even cities in the world that were never inhabited in the first.By: Joe
McGauley. If you've seen any zombie movies, you know how haunting an abandoned, once-thriving city can be. But
despite the ruin.These aerial photos of abandoned developments show what happens when cities grow too fast.Read
about 5 Abandoned cities in the world and learn the tips at PropertyGuru.Vijaynagara was possibly the second-largest
city in the world in , with around , inhabitants. It was captured and destroyed by Muslim armies in
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